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“I’ve explored the efficacy of next-generation ingredients from around the world, 

and have seen first-hand the latest technologies as they were being discovered. 

What was most exciting to me, was seeing how those major advances made 

such an impact on the way women looked, and     how they felt about themselves.”   

— Colleen Rothschild

EXPERIENCE
DIFFERENCEIS THE

EXPERIENCE

Colleen Rothschild is...

Combining more than 20 years of expertise in 

the beauty industry with her entrepreneurial 

spirit and passion, Colleen created a skincare 

line that is effortless, beautiful and highly  

effective. Colleen’s collection encapsulates her 

vast knowledge of the 

complexity of skin and 

a clear understanding 

of what it truly needs.

LUXURY
The definition of luxury for Colleen is measured by 

the quality, results and authenticity of her products…

one that a discerning consumer demands today. 

RESULTS
Understanding the manufacturing fundamentals 

to developing high-performance skincare  

products, Colleen looked back throughout her  

career and analyzed what was essential for  

providing maximum long-term results.  With  

her findings she created a sensory-rich beauty  

experience that balances proven science and  

modern technology, resulting in healthy beautiful 

skin for all ages and skin conditions.

SCIENCE
Skincare that’s stunningly simple, yet from a 

chemistry perspective, incredibly complex. By 

marrying time-tested proven ingredients and 

today’s cutting edge technologies together  

with the proprietary delivery system LEVEL E3, 

Colleen created products that deliver the 

best skin-perfecting results possible. 

SENSORIAL
Colleen’s amazing attention to detail can be seen 

throughout the brand. Beautifully executed packaging, 

colors, texture and aromatics ….her collection indulges 

all the senses. They’re efficacious, transformative and 

luxurious, working fast, hard, and smart LIKE YOU. 

instagram.com/colleenrothschild

facebook.com/colleenrothschildbeauty

twitter.com/colrothschild

pinterest.com/crothschild

CURATED
Colleen carefully curated a skincare range, 

embracing simple tasks that provide comprehensive 

results. While your skin type is genetic, your skin 

condition is going to fluctuate depending on factors 

large and small. It was Colleen’s intention to create a 

product mix that could be adjusted to suit your  

skin’s ever changing needs.


